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Stephen Keegan has 
perseverance in bucket 
loads; three decades in 
the photography industry 
is testament to the 
success of his business, 
Heritage Productions. 
Ingenious marketing and a niche market 
have played significant roles in this 
success, as has strong business acumen 
and teamwork. 

The Heritage team is a close-knit crew 
of seven. Office manager Linda Cassidy 
has been with the company for 27 years. 
Stephen’s son Danny is the IT expert/
photographer and daughter Amy works 
part-time to supplement her clothing 
brand. The proficient photographers 
are backed up an efficient team at 
the headquarters who handle the 
production and final distribution of  
the photos. 

Established in 1981, Heritage 
Productions is celebrating 30 years 
at the forefront of the South Island 
photography industry. 

Last year Heritage Productions gave 
away 3000 free class photographs to 
schools. “We wanted to give back to 
the children and the families who have 
supported us throughout the years,” 
Keegan explains. 

Keegan had been working as a 
photographer for several years when 
he was approached by Halswell School 
to photograph its pupils. “I recognised 
the importance of having a strong 
niche market and after having such 
an enjoyable time photographing 
Halswell School, I realised that school 
photography was ideal. I began 
canvassing the schools around 
Canterbury and realised it would be 
viable to run South Island-wide.” 

That year Heritage Productions 
photographed five schools. Just three 
years later, that number had reached 50.

Recognition 
Heritage understood early on the 
often unrecognised work that school 
secretaries play in the organisational 
effectiveness of photo day; the orders 
placed and the correct photos being 
delivered to the right families.  

He lets them know how much he 
appreciates their efforts by organising 
annual lunches where they can gather, 
share and talk. 

The Heritage name is also in the 
minds of the principals thanks to the 
sponsorship programme. “Heritage 
Productions was the first organisation 
to sponsor the Canterbury and 
Otago Principals’ Associations annual 
conference. “This ensures our name is 
in front of the key decision makers all 
the time. When it comes to selecting 
a strong reputable photography 
company, our name is what they 
associate that with,” Keegan says. 

In 1980 student Andrew McFarlane had 
his school photo taken by Keegan at 
Lyndhurst school in Canterbury near 
Methven. Twenty three years later 
McFarlane found himself once again in 
front of the lens of Keegan’s camera - he 
is now principal at Spring Creek School 
in Blenheim. 

“Heritage Productions has been taking 
pictures for Spring Creek School for 
nine years. I am impressed by Stephen’s 
continuity and so are the parents. We 
have had some great feedback from 
parents saying how fantastic their 
child’s photo is,” McFarlane says. When 
it comes to the actual job, it’s certainly 
not just ‘point and shoot’ at a Heritage 
Productions photoshoot. 

“When you’re working with kids, you 
have to get them in the right frame of 
mind. Whether that be by telling jokes 
or pulling faces, above all else you must 
treat children with respect. Respect is 
key to a happier photoshoot,” Keegan 
explains.

The photos Heritage Productions 
produce are important keepsakes 
for generations to come. “These 
photographs will be around for years 
to come and it’s important with school 
photos that children and their families 
can look back at these years as being a 
happy time – that needs to be reflected 
in the pictures.

“We take the happiest photos in the 
South Island.”

Choose Heritage Productions to take 
care of your school photography needs 
and you’ll be selecting a company 
whose aim is to provide top-notch 
friendly service and products second  
to none.
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Heritage Productions 
– the perfect picture

“It’s important children and 
their families look back at these 

years as being a happy time – 
that needs to be reflected in the 

pictures” – Stephen Keegan.
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